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"13 Palestinians Sheltered in AlRaml Camp Tortured to Death in Syrian Dungeons" 

• Eye-Witnesses Report Cases of Metal-Theft in Yarmouk 

• Palestinians from Syria in Egypt Gripped with Dire Conditions 

• Third Educational Camp Concluded in Lebanon  



 

Latest Developments 

AGPS documented the death of 13 Palestinians from AlRaml Camp 

in Latakia as a result of torture in Syrian jails. Their names appear 

on a newly-released list comprising the names of 8,000 victims of 

torture. 

The 13 refugees are identified as: Khaled Ahmed Shreiki, arrested 

on March 31, 2012; Khaled AlNamer, arrested on July 23, 2012; 

Ahmed Jabara, arrested on August 04, 2013; Ahmed Mohamed 

AlShaar, arrested on August 31, 2012; Ali AlSos, arrested on January 

5, 2012; Fadi Razouq, arrested on December 22, 2013; Mohamed 

Hasan Mustafa, arrested on August 01, 2011; Mohamed Hasan 

Zamharir, arrested on December 22, 2011; Mohamed Samir Jumu’a, 

arrested on April 28, 2013; Mohamed Allam Karkish, arrested on 

June 4, 2012; Mustfa Mohamed, arrested on December 15, 2011; 

Khamis Omar Hariri, arrested on December 21, 2011; and Mohamed 

Nizar, arrested on February 02, 2014. 

 

AGPS documented the death of 554 Palestinians under torture in 

Syrian jails, where 1,687 others have been enduring mysterious 

fates. 



 

AGPS estimates the real numbers to be far higher due to the gag 

orders slapped by the Syrian government on the detainees’ names 

and fates, along with the families’ reluctance to report such cases 

over retaliation concerns. 

Meanwhile, activists quoted eye-witnesses as stating that 

iron-laden trucks were spotted in the ravaged Yarmouk refugee 

camp. 

The trucks were reportedly carrying metal gates and windows stolen 

from the camp. 

Activists pointed the finger at government officers and their 

affiliated militias.  

Over recent weeks, reports of theft have emerged in Yarmouk after 

Syrian government forces grabbed hold of the camp and reportedly 

burglarized civilian homes. Pro-government troops stole electric kit, 

furniture, and brass wares, among other equipment. 

 

In the meantime, Palestinian refugees from Syria have been 

grappling with a precarious legal status in the turmoil-stricken 

Egyptian territories. 



 

The Egyptian authorities continue to turn down Palestinians’ 

appeals for visas under the pretext that “security go-aheads” have 

not been issued to that end. 

The situation has gone from bad to worse due to the price hike, high 

rates of unemployment, and security turmoil rocking the Egyptian 

territories. 

Nearly 6,000 Palestinian refugees have sought shelter in Egypt, 

fleeing the bloody warfare in Syria. 

In another development, a so-called “We Learn with Pleasure 

for Palestine” summer camp has been brought to a close in Lebanon. 

The camp, held by the International Assembly of Palestinian 

Instructors and sponsored by Lebanon’s ex-education minister, 

Abdul Rahim Murad, took place between July 29 and August 11 in 

Dar AlHanan orphanage, in AlManara town, in the western Bekaa.  

 

Theatrical shows, folkloric dances, national chants, and musical 

choreographies were performed by the students who joined the 

camp.  

Some 240 refugee children and qualified volunteer instructors from 

Lebanon and Europe took part in the educational camp.  


